Despite Wilkie Collins's contention that the Victorian play and novel were 'twin sisters', nineteenth-century theatre, particularly pre-Wildean drama, has largely been neglected. 1 The reasons for this significant omission are numerous and encapsulated in the challenge faced by researchers and readers when confronted by an often fragmentary and disparate body of evidence that bears witness to the immediacy of the theatrical response to contemporary issues. Indeed, as Tracy Davis has succinctly surmised, 'absence of evidence is not evidence of absence'.
families and business networks to form an image of the theatre as multiple-authored, collective cultural response.
This image of the theatre, where the tangible elements of the text and the illusive performative collide, is highly suggestive of issues surrounding the digital medium, perhaps explaining why a number of recent theatre-based projects have embraced digital technology to bring nineteenth-century theatre back into focus. As George P. Landow suggested in his response to 19's own forum on digitisation, 'all information technology involves loss and gain', and with digitised performance material, a double bind emerges. 5 As a textual record, the licensing copy and acting edition have arguably already 'lost' the sense of the performative practices which created a complex interplay between visual, aural and written forms of expression. The strategies of remediation and adaptation that manifested themselves through performances of pictures, debates and scenes onstage were transient and shifting according to the exigencies of audience demand, time and money.
Yet to the audience, the illusory performance that changed on a nightly basis was the essence of the drama, not the text. To digitise the theatrical text is arguably to reinstate the primacy of the text, albeit in an illusionary medium which echoes its performative context. Our shelves can soon be burdened with masses of badly printed 'penny plays' belonging to the period. To read them all untiringly may not be difficult once they have become an acquired taste, but to discover some sort of order into which these manifestations of the zest for righteousness may naturally fall, seems impossible and very nearly is. 7 The 'Buried Treasures' Project, then, sought to attempt the 'impossible', by cataloguing the plays into 'some sort of order'. What is categorised as 'British' late nineteenth-century theatre, as epitomised by Shaw and Wilde, has always been granted prominence over the earlier drama in the British Library's collection. Studies and editions of mid-Victorian drama tend to focus on a small group of authors -Douglas Jerrold, Dion Boucicault and The project faced several challenges in terms of material, editorial practice and methodology. Basic information such as the year of publication was impossible to discern, and discrepancies between the play's first performance and Lacy's print version abound.
As a result, the project records both the dates for collective volumes and gives the original performance date on the website. The large number of plays printed by Lacy meant that only a quarter could be digitised. How could one play be prioritised over another, Editions. 9 When the photographic images were manipulated into PDF format, a number of problems arose. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) packages were often unable to cope with the variant fonts or marks on the page caused by inferior grade paper, leading to corruptions in words and typesetting. The editorial team scrupulously checked each play to eradicate the errors such as 'otters stage left' for 'Enters stage left'. All spelling inconsistencies (including 'trowsers' for 'trousers') and incorrect punctuation were noted and readers are invited to give feedback should any inconsistencies remain. Once these challenges were overcome, the site was designed to maximise the potential for each play.
The catalogue and list of digitised plays are searchable. There is a facility to search the PDF of a play before downloading it to assess the frequency of a keyword. Thirty of the plays have been fully encoded to enable detailed searches for names, places and people, etc, or these keywords can be accessed individually. Once downloaded, the plays themselves are searchable through Acrobat software functions.
Whilst the playtexts are fixed records which belie the shifting nature of the performance mode, they offer a rare glimpse into the tastes, debates and remediation practices of their day and provide a huge corpus of plays which could be revived on stage and television. The speed at which a playwright could capitalise upon public demand meant that a play could be written, licensed and performed within a week. An inspection of Lacy's catalogue for the year 1851 reveals, as one might expect, a prolonged interest in the Great Exhibition. However, other trends from fashion to facial hair are equally identifiable throughout the List. When read alongside the Lord Chamberlain's Collection, significant cultural moments can be revealed through the lists of plays on common topics.
The potential for such a resource is almost unlimited, both in term of research and performance revivals. The restoration of the Georgian Playhouse in Bury St. Edmunds is testimony to the increased interest in the period's drama. Given that Lacy's Acting
Editions provide a full script, complete with stage cues, lighting cues and explanatory notes, their heightened profile may yet attract the attention of the BBC which is ever keen to repeatedly dramatise Victorian novels as costume dramas. Indeed the creative recycling of texts, costumes and star actors were familiar tactics of Georgian and Victorian theatre.
The interdisciplinary nature of many of the plays makes them an ideal locus for wider debates on the Victorian theatre's symbiotic relationship with visual culture, but we need to be aware of the context in which certain plays were prioritised over others. resource is pantomimic action' whilst performing a 'suggestive dance' derived from a stage direction found in the acting edition rather than the licensing text. 16 The addition of stage directions is a key difference between Lacy's Acting Editions and the majority of Only when such resources are enhanced can Victorian drama be brought back into currency and the nature of material practice can be debated alongside the textual evidence.
